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Welcome to Troop 49 

A Brief History 

It all began in 1928 when a group of businessmen, feeling area youth needed a program to 

prepare them for adulthood, started Troop 1.  The troop organized as part of Evergreen Area 

Council.  However there was already a Troop 1 in Everett so the troop number was changed to 49, 

with sponsorship coming from the Alderwood PTA.  In 1994 Evergreen Area Council merged with 

Mt. Baker Council to form one Council. 

There is not much recorded history known about Troop 49 until about 1948. 

“Boys will be Boys” that’s why the Alderwood Youth Club was organized.  In March of 1948, 

Troop 49 was denied continued use of the Alderwood Elementary auditorium as a meeting place.  

Parents, somewhat terrified at the prospect of having to host 40 livewire boys in their living rooms 

for wood carving and fire building, called a panic meeting to try to find a place for them.  There was 

none so being resourceful, they decided to buy a building for the scouts, but according to scout by-

laws, they could not own property.  Sponsors of scout groups are supposed to provide a meeting 

place, so the parents decided to incorporate as a club and then sponsor the troop.  The adults 

located a war surplus barracks building, trucked it from Seattle, and set it up on Edmonds School 

District 15 property near the Alderwood School.  Alongside the Trail Dusters and the Pegasus Patrol 

equestrian clubs, the Alderwood Manor Youth Club was born. 

In 1960 the state of Washington needed land to build something called a “freeway”.  The state 

went to the school district and expressed interest in the land being used by the Youth Club.  The 

land was sold.  Money from the sale, along with $8,000 in bonds, was used to buy the 10-acre plot 

that is the current home of the Alderwood Boys and Girls Club.  Two years of hard work by every 

adult and youth followed to build the main building and horse arena. 

Since 1928, Troop 49 has continually produced Eagle Scouts.  The Troop has camped from 

Canada to New Mexico, visited Japan, climbed Mt. St. Helens and attended summer camp in Hawaii 

in 2001.  In 2003 the high adventure program was started back up, and through that, Scouts have 

traveled to Canada and Montana.  In 2018, Troop 49 will celebrate its 90th birthday.  Throughout its 

history, Troop 49 has upheld the true meaning of “Scout Spirit”   
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Behavior Standards 

Code of Conduct 

A Scout must always strive to live by the Scout Oath and Scout Law. A Scout should always be 

courteous during troop meetings, patrol meetings, and other Scouting activities. 

 Physical horseplay is tolerated so long as it is reasonable and mutually agreed upon. 

Scouts must remember that what one may think of as play, another may find irritating 

and/or harassing, especially when it involves hitting, pushing, or grabbing. Fighting will 

not be permitted. 

 When someone is speaking, whether it is a guest or another member of the troop, one 

should pay full attention to what is being said. Being disruptive during a presentation is 

disrespectful. Valuable information or instructions could be missed. 

 There is no horseplay or running around during a troop meeting, unless it is part of a 

game or instruction. Food, beverages, and games (i.e. Pokémon, Magic cards, cell phones, 

iPods, and other electronic devices) are not allowed during troop meetings unless it is 

part of an organized activity. 

 Using foul, abusive, or rude language is improper for Scouts and will not be allowed. 

 Hazing and bullying are not permitted. Hazing is unnecessary; it is prohibited by BSA 

policy, and will not be tolerated. 

The points of the Scout Law (trustworthy, loyal, helpful, friendly, courteous, kind, obedient, 

cheerful, thrifty, brave, clean, and reverent) should govern a Scout’s behavior. If you follow the 

Scout Law, your behavior will be acceptable. 

Consequences of Improper Behavior 

Unacceptable behavior will not be tolerated. A Scout who violates the code of conduct or whose 

behavior is unacceptable will be given corrective guidance immediately. If the violation is more 

severe, the Scout’s parent(s) will be contacted and the Scout may be asked to leave the event. 

Should a severe violation occur, the Scout, and his parents, will have to meet with the troop’s adult 

leadership before attending another troop function. Discipline will be progressive in nature, usually 

beginning with a warning. However, more extreme behavior violations may result in greater 

disciplinary action. The ultimate disciplinary action will be dismissal from Troop 49. Violations of 

law may be reported to local law enforcement (such as, but not limited to, alcohol/drug violations). 

The adults of Troop 49 are the role models for the Scouts of Troop 49. Therefore, the adult 

volunteers have the same behavior expectations as the Boy Scouts. Should an issue arise regarding 

the behavior of a boy, please address your concern to the Scoutmaster. Should a behavior issue 

involve an adult, please speak with the troop committee chair. 
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How the Troop Runs 

Troop Organization 

 The troop has two primary components, the troop itself and the troop committee. The troop 

is led by the Senior Patrol Leader (SPL) and supported by the Scoutmaster and his assistant 

Scoutmasters. There are a number of elected and appointed youth leadership positions that help 

the SPL lead the troop. His closest advisors are his assistant senior patrol leader(s) (ASPL) and the 

patrol leaders, as well as a troop guide who mentors the patrol leader of the new Scout patrol. This 

group of leaders is called the Patrol Leader’s Council (PLC). They meet monthly to plan the weekly 

meetings and monthly events.  

The troop committee is led by the committee chair and is charged with deciding the framework 

for the program that will be delivered and supporting the program that the Scouts put together. 

There are a number of positions on the troop committee that support the committee chair in that 

goal.  

 

 

Figure 1 - Troop structure 
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Troop Meetings 

Troop meetings are Wednesdays from 6:30-8:00pm at the Alderwood Boys and Girls Club. 

Troop committee meetings are held monthly at the Boys and Girls Club.  

Staying Informed 

There are a few ways to stay informed. The troop website is http://troop49wa.org, which has 

some basic information about the troop and its history. The troop has a private Facebook group 

where event pictures are shared with members. The Scouts are responsible for bringing 

information home, so parents are encouraged to ask before he forgets.  Whenever possible, emails 

are sent out with additional information about upcoming events. 

Fees 

Scout registration fees (re-chartering) are due each November. Annual registration fees are set 

by BSA.  A subscription to Boys Life magazine is an optional fee. The fee changes yearly, depending 

on these costs. 

Fundraising 

The troop has two fundraisers throughout the year, and all Scouts are strongly encouraged to 

participate. They currently break down as follows: 

 Popcorn Sales. This happens in the fall. Money earned from popcorn sales is applied to the 

scout’s individual account and can be put toward camp, outdoor equipment, uniforms, or 

other Scout-related expenses. 

 Tree Recycling. This is the troop’s main money-earner every year and helps fund the 

operating budget. Scouts participating can earn a small amount to apply toward camp. This 

amount varies yearly and is subject to committee approval. 

Committee Positions 

The troop committee is integral in supporting the activities of the troop. It meets monthly. At 

least one adult from each family is encouraged to register as a member of the committee. Only 

registered committee members can vote on issues raised in committee meetings, but all adults are 

welcome to attend the committee meetings. 

Adult Training 

All adults are encouraged to become trained in the scouting program. Adults who volunteer to 

attend outings and events are required to take Youth Protection Training online at 

http://myscouting.org – click on E-Learning. This course must be taken every year in order to 

maintain ‘trained’ status. Adults who join the troop committee must also take the Troop Committee 

Challenge (available online), or a combination of Introduction to Outdoor Leadership Skills and 

Scoutmaster-Specific Leader Training if you’d like to be an Assistant Scoutmaster. 

http://troop49wa.org/
http://myscouting.org/
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Opportunities to Help 

Each parent and Scout is considered a part owner in the success in Troop 49. Assisting with 

various projects - driving to an outing, helping with the merit badge program, coordinating 

fundraisers, or even volunteering as an adult leader – is important. The troop cannot deliver a great 

program for Scouts without adult volunteers. 

Electronics Policy 

It is Troop 49’s belief that Scouts should interact with one another rather than with electronic 

devices. Therefore, Troop 49 recommends limited use of electronic entertainment devices.  

Useful outdoor electronic devices (GPS, FRS radios, etc.) are permitted but should be used as 

tools and not toys. While cellular telephones are useful devices, especially in emergency situations, 

adults and Scouts must refrain from casual conversational use. 
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How the Program Runs 

The Aims of Scouting 

The Aims of Scouting are character development, citizenship training, and personal fitness. 

All the things the troop does support those aims. 

The Methods of Scouting 

Scouts are taught these things in a number of ways. Scouting’s outdoor program is designed to 

engage and challenge Scouts. Each boy is organized into a patrol, where he will work with older 

boys and his peers on advancement and the scout ideals (the Scout Oath, Law, Motto, and Slogan). 

That association with youth leaders, and eventually becoming a leader himself, is part of an overall 

leadership development program. As Boy Scouts plan their activities and progress toward their 

goals, they’ll experience personal growth – it’s just a natural part of the process. Another thing that 

they’ll get, while working on merit badges and in meetings, is adult association, where they learn 

through positive role models what it’s like to live in the adult world they’re preparing for. The final 

method of Scouting is the uniform. “Since 1910, the Boy Scout uniform has been a recognizable 

part of the American scene. Wearing the uniform helps a boy develop a sense of belonging to their 

patrol and troop. It reinforces the fact that all members of the BSA are equal to one another. People 

seeing a boy in a Scout uniform expect someone of good character who is prepared to the best of his 

ability to help those around him.” [Scoutmaster Handbook]. 

Ideals 

The BSA Ideals are the Scout Oath, Law, Motto, Slogan, and the Outdoor Code. These are the 

standard that each scout is held to.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Leadership  

Scout Oath 

On my honor I will 

do my best to do 

my duty to God 

and my country 

and to obey the 

Scout Law; to help 

other people at all 

times; to keep 

myself physically 

strong, mentally 

awake, and morally 

straight. 

Scout Law 

A scout is  

 Trustworthy 

 Loyal 

 Helpful 

 Friendly 

 Courteous 

 Kind 

 Obedient 

 Cheerful 

 Thrifty 

 Brave 

 Clean and 

 Reverent 

Scout Motto 

Be prepared 

Scout Slogan 

Do a good turn daily 

The Outdoor Code 

As an American, I will do my best 

to— 

 Be clean in my outdoor 

manners 

 Be careful with fire 

 Be considerate in the 

outdoors 

 Be conservation-minded
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Outdoor Program 

Troop 49 strives to offer at least one outing and/or overnighter of some sort each month.  

Generally, the outings cost $15-20 each to cover the cost of food and transportation. The Scouts 

typically plan the outings with guidance from adult leaders. Part of the process involves planning 

the meals which they cook themselves, the activities while they’re out there, and the evening’s 

entertainment. Parents are welcome to attend and observe any scouting event.  

Equipment 

A few of the basic pieces of gear a Scout needs for outdoor experiences are a sleeping bag, 

good hiking boots, a water bottle, a sleeping pad to keep him up off the ground, a mess kit, and a 

flashlight.  

Summer Camp 

Summer camp is a milestone for a Scout, where they will learn a lot of their Scout skills, get 

to bond with members of their patrol and troop, and maybe even earn a merit badge or two. 

Boys who attend summer camp their first year are significantly more likely to stay with the 

program than those who are unable to.  

The troop sends, on average, one adult for every five Scouts in attendance at summer camp.  

The troop pays for the adult leaders. Some parents find that the Scout’s first year at camp is a 

good experience to try flying alone, and let their scout go with the other boys in the troop. As an 

adult at camp, there may be an (optional) defined program of activities for you, or you may be 

left to your own devices. Each camp is different. It may be an opportunity to catch up on some 

training, or bring a book and catch up on some much-needed relaxation time.  

Homesickness. A Scout’s first year at camp is most likely a completely new experience for 

him. Almost every Scout experiences homesickness his first time without mom or dad for a full 

week – one reason many parents choose to get the experience under his belt in year one. A 

homesick Scout requires the attention of the Scoutmaster, adult leaders, camp staff, and family 

members at home. Once a Scout leaves summer camp due to homesickness, they’re not likely to 

return. Especially for first-time summer campers, the following preventative measures are 

effective: 

 Don’t tell your Scout that if he doesn’t like it he can come home.  

 Don’t promise regular phone calls. Camp life just doesn’t support it, and there may 

or not be signal to make that happen. 

 Say positive things about what camp life is expected to be like.  

 If he wants to bring something special from home to help, like a special pillow or 

family picture, encourage him to do so. 

 Recognize that homesickness is common and that the adult leaders have managed 

this successfully many times before.  
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Medical Forms 

Medical forms are provided in the welcome packet. If not, they can be downloaded from 

http://www.scouting.org/filestore/HealthSafety/pdf/680-001_ABC.pdf . Each Scout and adult 

is required to have one on file before they can go on any outing. Only parts A & B are needed for 

our troop outings. Part C is required to attend summer camp, and must be signed by a physician. 

The health forms must be updated yearly.  

Patrols 

Patrols are the foundation of a Boy Scout troop. The founder of the Scouting movement, Robert 

Baden-Powell, said that "[t]he patrol system is not one method in which Scouting for boys can be 

carried on. It is the only method." A patrol is “a group of Scouts who belong to a troop and who are 

probably similar in age, development, and interests. The patrol method allows Scouts to interact in 

a small group outside the larger troop context, working together as a team and sharing the 

responsibility of making their patrol a success.” [Scouting.org, Scoutmaster Handbook]   

Patrol Meals and Outings 

Ideally, patrols will use the following steps when scheduling an outing.  

 Determine who in the patrol is attending the month’s outing.  

 Pair with another patrol if there aren’t enough patrol members in attendance.  

 Pick the meals the patrol would like to have for the outing and select a grubmaster, 

as well as a budget for the outing. 

 The grubmaster goes shopping and prices the meals for the patrol. He 

communicates each patrol member’s share to the group so they can bring the cash 

to the next meeting. Food averages about $10 an outing. 

 Each patrol member pays the meal portion for the outing and the Scouts agree on 

the personal and patrol gear they’ll need for the outing.  

 Scouts below first class rank bring in their pack for inspection. First class and above 

Scouts will be inspecting to ensure that the Scout has the correct gear for the outing. 

They also sign out or assign patrol gear from the quartermaster and divide it 

proportionately. Any missing or unserviceable gear is brought to the Scout’s 

attention for correction.  

 The grubmaster goes shopping to purchase the food for the outing. 

 Scouts who need a final inspection bring their packs in. 

 The grubmaster brings the food in for the patrol and they divide it up.  

 Patrol leaders once again ensure that the patrol has all of the group gear they need.  

 Scouts bring a signed permission slip. 

 

http://www.scouting.org/filestore/HealthSafety/pdf/680-001_ABC.pdf
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Advancement 

Advancement is one of the ways that keep the Scouts engaged in the program. Advancement 

lets the Scoutmasters, and the committee, know the health of the program, since Scouts will 

naturally be given opportunities for advancement throughout the course of a well-planned scouting 

program year. The Scouts’ patrol leader and the Scoutmaster will be meeting with each Scout 

regularly to look through his book and see what requirements he needs for his next rank, so Scouts 

should bring their books to every meeting, especially as they work through their Tenderfoot, 

Second Class, and First Class ranks. 

Ranks 

Scouts can work on rank requirements at any time – at home, during meetings, or on 

outings. Some rank requirements specifically say that the Scout should demonstrate the skill 

they have learned “Demonstrate how to display, raise, lower, and fold the American flag;” and 

others are more easily done by themselves. Once they feel they have completed the 

requirements, they should talk to a Scout who is at least First Class rank to get their 

achievements signed off. The Scoutmaster will sign off on the requirements to “Demonstrate the 

Scout spirit...” and “Participate in a Scoutmaster conference...” Scouts can work on requirements 

for Tenderfoot, Second Class, and First Class at the same time, but they can only be awarded in 

order once all of the requirements for that rank are signed off. As a Boy Scout, the troop’s adult 

and youth leadership sign off requirements, rather than the parents.  

Scoutmaster Conferences 

Once the Scout has completed the requirements for his rank, he should request an 

advancement form from the advancement chair.  He should then schedule a conference with the 

Scoutmaster and bring the form with him.  After the conference, the advancement form is used 

to schedule the board of review. 

The conference will be an informal meeting and will likely happen at a troop meeting or 

outing. It’s an opportunity for the Scoutmaster to discuss the Scout’s progress toward 

advancement, ask some questions about how the Scout views the troop and the Scouting 

program, and ensure that the Scout has met all of the requirements for the rank before he goes 

in front of the board. The Scout should be in full uniform and prepared to discuss the 

requirements for the rank he is completing.  

Occasionally, the Scoutmaster will schedule conferences with Scouts who are not 

necessarily ready for the next rank, just as a way to keep in touch with the Scout and discuss his 

Scouting experience. A Scout can also schedule a conference at any time, even if he is not ready 

for advancement. These conferences can be used to make suggestions for the troop, discuss 

difficulties that he is having in advancement or with another Scout, or any other reason that he 

feels that a one-on-one conversation is needed. 
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Boards of Review 

The next step is to schedule the board of review. They are generally held once a month 

during a troop meeting.  The Scout should be in full uniform and bring his book, binder and 

signed advancement form with him. It will be a more formal meeting of the Scout with some of 

the members of the troop committee, where they will discuss the advancement requirements, 

the Scout’s Scouting progress and experience, and get to know the Scout and become familiar 

with the Scout’s experience with the troop. The purpose of the board of review is “to determine 

the quality of his experience and decide whether he has fulfilled the requirements for the rank.” 

Once it has been determined that he has done so, the date of the board of review will become 

the effective date for the new rank that he has earned. While the board of review will not retest 

him on advancement requirements that he already has signed off, they will discuss the 

circumstances surrounding the requirement and ask him to discuss some of the things that he 

learned from completing it. This gives them an opportunity to determine the quality of the 

program that the Scoutmaster is delivering to the boys so that recommendations for 

improvement can be made if needed. 

Court of Honor 

Once the Scout has earned a rank he will receive the patch as soon as possible so that it can 

be sewn to his uniform. He’ll receive additional recognition at the next troop court of honor. 

Courts of honor occur approximately 3-4 times a year. They are a chance for the boys to be 

recognized for their achievement and show off their recent activities. Parents and family 

members are encouraged to attend these ceremonies. 

Leadership 

The founder of the Scouting movement, Lord Robert Baden-Powell, said that “Scouting is a 

game for boys under the leadership of boys under the direction of a man.” Troop 49 tries to stay 

true to that. It’s the adult leaders’ job to train the youth leaders how to lead, observe the youth 

leadership, and offer constructive guidance for future events.  

Elections 

Elections are held twice yearly. Scouts elect the youth leaders who they want to represent 

them at Patrol Leaders Council meetings – where upcoming events are decided and planned; to 

lead the weekly troop and patrol meetings; to perform the administrative and logistical tasks of 

running the troop; and to help them with advancement. Youth who are considering running for 

a leadership position should talk to the Scoutmaster or an Assistant Scoutmaster who can 

review the requirements with them. These requirements include minimum attendance 

standards, uniform standards, demonstration or leadership skills, and family support. 

Leadership positions are required as a Scout progresses in rank.  
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Youth Leadership Positions 

Below is a brief summary of the leadership positions that a Scout can choose to pursue, 

which has been extracted from the Scoutmaster Handbook and Senior Patrol Leader Handbook. 

Not every position will be filled in the troop every time, and there may be multiple youth filling 

a single position as needed. A standard election term is six months, but a Scout may be 

approached to fill a specific leadership need at any time. 

Senior Patrol Leader. This is the youth leader with the most responsibility in the troop. He 

is elected by the Scouts and must be at least Star rank and approved by the Scoutmaster. He is 

responsible for guiding the patrol leaders in conducting the weekly meetings and outings.  

Assistant Senior Patrol Leader. This Scout (there may be more than one) is appointed by 

the Senior Patrol Leader (SPL) with the approval of the Scoutmaster, serves as his assistant, and 

performs his duties when the SPL is unavailable. He provides training and 

direction over the youth leaders who are not patrol leaders.  

Patrol Leader. This Scout is elected by the members of an individual 

patrol and represents them in the patrol leader’s council (PLC). He also leads the patrol 

meetings each week and helps them plan their portion of the troop meeting and outings.  

Assistant Patrol Leader. This Scout is appointed by the patrol leader. He assists the patrol 

leader on outings and at meetings, and fills in for the patrol leader when he is absent. 

Troop Guide. This is a senior Scout who is appointed by the Scoutmaster and works with 

the newest Scouts to ensure that they are progressing in rank up through first class. He also 

mentors the patrol leader of the new-Scout patrol to help him know how to best perform his 

duties.  

Junior Assistant Scoutmaster. A Scout who has exhibited outstanding 

leadership and is at least 16 years of age may be appointed by the Scoutmaster 

as a JASM, who is the youth equivalent of an Assistant Scoutmaster.  

Den Chief. A den chief works with a Cub Scout or Webelos den to assist with meetings, 

promote Boy Scouts, and encourage the cubs to join the troop. Den chiefs must be appointed by 

the Scoutmaster and be first class rank or above. 

Instructor. Each instructor is an older troop member, proficient in the Scouting skills 

needed to complete activities and advance in rank; and is proficient at passing those skills on to 

others.  

Along with the senior patrol leader and the patrol leaders, the following positions are 

elected by the troop members and serve a six-month term.  
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Quartermaster. This Scout manages the gear for the troop. When a Scout needs any 

equipment, they should contact the quartermaster to check out the equipment. The Scout will 

be expected to return the equipment in the same condition as it was when he checked it out. 

Scribe. The scribe is the record keeper for the troop. He takes notes at the Patrol Leader’s 

Council and troop meetings and distributes them to the troop. He takes attendance at meetings. 

Order of the Arrow Representative. The OA Representative is the liaison between the OA 

and the troop. He promotes OA at the troop level and encourages year-round and resident 

camping for the troop. 

Historian. This Scout is responsible for collecting and preserving troop photographs, news 

stories, memorabilia, etc. and preserving them for future Scouts in the troop. This could be in 

posting them to the troop website or Facebook page, keeping them in a central location, etc. 

Webmaster. This scout maintains the troop Facebook page and 

website. 

Leave No Trace Trainer. The LNT Trainer is a resource that scouts 

use to learn about Leave no Trace principles at meetings and outings. 

This Scout should have completed LNT training and earned the 

camping and environmental science merit badges. 

Librarian. This Scout organizes the troop library of 

handbooks and merit badge books, and assists other Scouts in 

checking out scouting materials. 

Chaplain’s Aide.  This Scout provides opportunities for the 

troop to be reverent, by leading the group in before-meal grace, etc. 

Bugler/Musician. This Scout should be able to make appropriate bugle calls, such as 

Reveille and Taps, as requested, at troop activities. This position can be applied towards 

leadership requirements for Star and Life, but not for Eagle. 

 

Personal Growth 

Scouts experience a lot of personal growth between the ages of 11 and 18 – probably more than 

in any other period of their lives. It’s fairly common to hear in an Eagle Court of Honor how much 

the pictures from the Scout’s early days as a Boy Scout scarcely resemble the young man he’s 

become.  As a Scout, he’ll be using his experiences to develop his viewpoint on citizenship, personal 

responsibility, faith, physical development, and relationships with others.  
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Adult Association 

The Boy Scout program encourages Scouts to get comfortable interacting with adults in a 

number of different ways. While navigating the steps required for advancement, they’ll find 

themselves occasionally with adults who will work with them side-by-side, in an interview setting, 

or even in small groups – teaching them more about the world they’re getting to know better. This 

prepares them for college and job interviews, helps build their confidence, and demystifies a good 

portion of the outside world.  

 

Merit Badges 

Merit badges are one of the most frequent methods of adult association in the Scouting 

program. Merit badges are a way for a Scout to explore interests that can follow them for life – 

even to the point of career choices. There are over 100 merit badges available, representing 

everything from light hobbies (pet care, hiking, canoeing) to serious math, science, and career-

oriented choices (law, cooking, computer-aided drafting).  

When a Scout decides he’s interested in a topic and want to earn a merit badge, he should 

start by talking to the Scoutmaster. The Scoutmaster will discuss the Scout’s interest, and give 

him an application for merit badge (blue card) and the contact information for a merit badge 

counselor in the topic he’s chosen. The Scout then contacts the counselor and arranges for a 

meeting time.  

 

Uniform 

Troop 49 encourages a full field uniform: shirt, neckerchief, belt, and scout pants. However, 

jeans are acceptable if they are clean and free of holes, Athletic shorts and sweats are not 

acceptable with the Scout uniform. Troop activity shirts, jackets, and tote bags are available for 

purchase at cost. Scouts are required to travel to and from outings in a field uniform. 
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